An efficient numerical approach for the prediction of the Compression After Impact (CAI) strength of aerospace-grade CFRP laminates when exposed to Barely Visible Impact Damage (BVID) is proposed. The approach is based on mapping relevant BVID features, i.e. delaminations, onto an efficient CAI finite element model based on continuum shell discretization, and can be used on Low-Velocity Impact (LVI) results obtained experimentally or by means of high-fidelity virtual tests. It is proposed that delaminations may be represented by simplified shapes, and only the ones at critical throughthickness locations need to be mapped, allowing the clustering of several plies in a single shell layer. General guidelines, that are potentially valid for a wide range of unidirectional CFRP laminates, are proposed to identify relevant and critical BVID features to be mapped onto the efficient CAI modelling. The approach was validated for five laminates of AS4/8552 material, covering a range of different thicknesses, overall achieving CAI strength predictions within 5% of the experimental results. In comparison with the alternative high-fidelity CAI virtual testing approach, this method leads to computational efficiency gains of an order of magnitude. Moreover, the full simulation of the sequence LVI plus CAI steps can be accelerated by a factor of four.
Introduction
fibre-reinforced material system. Nonetheless, the guidelines proposed in this 76 paper to perform delamination mapping into efficient CAI modelling are po- Tables 1 and 2 Table 2 : Average AS4/8552 ply material properties (taken from [32] ).
Ply elastic properties E 1t (GP a) E 1c (GP a) E 2t (GP a) E 2c (GP a) G 12 = G 13 (GP a 
Barely Visible Impact Damage (BVID)

96
The pristine specimens were subjected to drop-weight impact experiments is identifiable when the resulting permanent indentation is deeper than 1 mm.
109
Three impact test per configurations were then performed at approximately 110 those energies and the corresponding results added to the database ( Figure   111 1).
112
From this point onward, the presented research focus on the impact con- were suppressed by high out-of-plane compressive stresses [38] . For the inner 133 specimen interfaces, delaminations seem to be bounded by circumferences of 134 approximately constant diameter.
135
Figure 2: Depth scan for multiple laminates after BVID. The colour scheme at bottom of each figure represents the depth of delamination (scale: x0.1 mm).
Damage tolerance
136
In order to determine the tolerance to BVID, standard Compression After The results of the CAI tests in terms of specimen deformation and super-imposed delamination patterns can be appreciated in Figure 8 . were put in contact with the composite specimen, as shown in Figure 3 .
216
While the side fixture plates and one of the loading plates were prevented 217 of movement during the CAI step, a gradual compressive displacement was 218 imposed to the remaining loading plate. A velocity speed-up factor was applied to the CAI loading in order to 220 improve the efficiency of the computational analyses while keeping quasi-221 static loading conditions, i.e. that the kinetic energy (
relatively small (typically < 5%) compared to the overall specimen internal 223 energy. with three-dimensional elements.
285
Similarly to the high-fidelity simulation approach, the virtual coupons 286 were split into parts employing different discretization levels, which were 287 constrained kinematically by means of tie constrains, as shown in Figure 5 . described above (E k < 5% of specimen overall internal energy). As an ex-308 ample, the computation time necessary for the simulation of the CAI of the 309 181 configuration, using the same parallel computing configuration used for 310 the high-fidelity analyses (48-core), was 8 hours on average, representing a 311 speed-up factor of about 6.5 w.r.t. the high-fidelity virtual testing.
312
One further modelling simplification was also employed and validated, 
wherein E is the Young modulus of the material, G c is the interface fracture 320 energy release rate, τ 0 is the maximum interfacial strength (see Table 2 instead by its initiation.
335
The application of the engineering solution for coarse meshes proposed by phenomenon [53] .
372
Based on the present and previous studies, a set of guidelines was es- terfaced by a delamination mapped by an oval shape).
432
The delamination of the backface ply is governed by the phenomenon 
475
In all these cases, the delamination profile should be circular with di-476 ameter equal to that of the impact footprint.
477
This rule was devised based on sensitivity analyses, and it does not nec- sented in order to achieve accurate prediction of BVID tolerance.
482
The simplified BVID mapping resulting of the application of the above Table 3 . specimen has been experimentally observed by other researchers [56] . At 503 collapse, the delaminations grew rapidly towards the edges of the specimen.
504
These predictions correlate well with the experimental observations gath-505 ered during the CAI tests and represented in Figure 8 for all configurations 506 analyzed.
507
The progressive failure mechanisms explained above occur suddenly and 508 close to specimen collapse, as corroborated by the high fidelity CAI simula-509 tions (see Figure 4) . As a result, the load-displacement behaviors obtained 
Conclusions
This work proposes and validates an efficient numerical methodology to 521 accurately predict the structural tolerance of composite laminates to BVID. 
